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Abstract - In cyberspace, attackers are becoming 

increasingly agile, coordinated, and advanced. In 

response, defenders have deployed cyber sensors in 

order to gain visibility into both network and host 

activities. However, the data generated by these sensors 

must be correlated to identify individual attacks.  This is 

currently a highly manual process. Unfortunately, this 

approach does not scale as the number of endpoints 

increases, the number of networks grow, and limited 

skilled human analysts.  Current state of the art analytic 

techniques have been developed to aid the human 

analyst in the association of sensor alerts to cyber 

attacks. However, these analytic systems require 

association decisions to be irrevocably made at the time 

of association.  Our approach is to extend the multiple 

hypothesis tracking framework, from the standard 

kinematic domain, to the cyber domain.  Combining the 

multiple hypothesis tracking framework with cyber 

association analytics will allow the formation of more 

accurate cyber attack tracks, reducing the 

computational burden currently residing on the human. 
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1 Introduction 

Tracking of kinematic objects has been extensively 

studied [1, 2], using a variety of sensors, on a variety of 

platforms.  However, research continues to be done, in 

areas of optimal placement of moving sensors, to tracking 

moving targets [3], tracking with out of order 

measurements, and distributed tracking [4], among others.  

In more recent years, Multiple Hypothesis Tracking 

(MHT) [2] has been proposed and successfully 

implemented [5, 6]. In MHT processing, the association 

decisions are deferred, forming multiple (competing) 

hypotheses.  These hypotheses get propagated forward in 

time, with the expectation that future measurements will 

resolve any ambiguity in the generated hypotheses.  Of 

note here is that without proper management of the 

hypotheses, there will be exponential growth in the 

number of hypotheses generated.  

As warfare continues to move from kinematic to non-

kinematic domains, it is essential that either (a) the 

technologies for the kinematic domain are adapted for the 

non-kinematic or (b) new technologies are developed for 

the new domains.  The recent increase in intelligent and 

novel cyber attacks, emerging from nation-states and 

individuals, has forced governments and companies to 

focus on indentifying and preventing these attacks.  There 

are a variety of sensors in the cyber domain, including 

intrusion detection systems, intrusion prevention systems, 

activity logs, etc.  In addition, there are honeypots 

designed to ‘trap’ cyber attacks, e.g., detect, deflect, and 

possibly counter-act cyber attacks [7].  There has been 

some initial work done to classify and track cyber attacks 

[8, 9].  In this research, we consider tracking potentially 

multiple simultaneous, distributed cyber attacks, using an 

MHT. Section 2 will discuss our implementation of a 

domain agnostic MHT. The association logic for cyber 

measurements will be detailed in Section 3. In Section 4 

we will present some empirical evidence for the potential 

of our Cyber MHT, and Section 5 will provide some 

concluding remarks and future research directions. 

2 Multiple Hypothesis Extensible 

Tracking Architecture (MHETA)  

2.1 Comparing the Kinematic and Cyber 

domains 

As described in [2], the fundamental idea of an MHT is 

to utilize current information to resolve past association 

ambiguities. Furthermore, an MHT is traditionally coupled 

with variable structure interacting multiple models, (VS-

IMM) which improves performance by capturing different 
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target behaviors. Some examples include a constant 

velocity model, used to capture targets moving in a 

straight line, and a constant acceleration or constant 

velocity high noise filter, used to capture target 

maneuvers. If available, a road network database can be 

used to further improve tracking performance as targets 

maneuver through an urban environment. As can be seen 

from the literature, applications of MHT have been 

restricted to the kinematic domain. To our knowledge, 

there has been no research into applying MHT to other 

non-kinematic domains. Despite this, there are clearly 

several similarities between tracking in the kinematic and 

cyber domains, highlighted in Table 1. 

Table 1 - Comparison of Kinematic and Cyber Tracking. 

Function Kinematic Tracker Cyber Tracker 

Observations Sensors (radar, EO, 

etc.) produce physical 

measurements of 

range, angle, 

attributes, etc. with 

measurement errors, 

SNR, etc. 

cyber sensor (e.g. 

intrusion detection 

system) detects 

anomalous events 

with confidences 

based on degree 

of deviation from 

the norm 

Track 

Formation 

Formed from 

observations that 

have consistent 

kinematics and 

attributes. Scoring 

based on kinematics 

and attributes 

Linked sequences 

of events that are 

potentially part of 

a hostile attack. 

Scoring based on 

consistency of 

events leading to a 

goal state and the 

match to assumed 

templates. 

Prediction 

and Filtering 

Simple laws of 

physics 

 

 

 

Multiple assumed 

maneuver models 

Comparison with 

templates and 

perceived system 

vulnerability  

 

Multiple template 

models 

Hypothesis 

Formation 

Sets of compatible 

tracks that do not 

share observations 

Sets of tracks 

(linked sequences 

of events) that 

lead to compatible 

goal states 

Resource 

Management 

Based on tracking 

error and track 

priority 

Prioritization 

based on system 

vulnerability to 

perceived attack 

 

2.2 The Architecture 

VS-IMM/MHT is typically tightly coupled into a single 

software application. However, they are really two 

independent functions. First, there is the track maintenance 

component which describes how to perform track 

prediction, gating, data association, track filtering, 

probabilistic pruning, and target confirmation. And then, 

there is the hypothesis management component which 

handles clustering, incompatibility maintenance, 

hypothesis formation, and n-association pruning (to 

resolve past association ambiguities). While the track 

maintenance component is specific to the kinematic 

domain, the hypothesis management portion can be 

applied more broadly. In particular, whenever there exists 

uncertainty regarding received data and prior knowledge, 

the MHT can be applied to defer any decision until more 

data is received thereby resolving past association 

ambiguities. It is this realization that led to the creation of 

the Multiple Hypothesis Extensible Tracking Architecture 

(MHETA), shown in Figure 1. 

 

 

Figure 1- MHETA Software Component Diagram. 

 

MHETA separates the domain agnostic hypothesis 

management capability from the domain specific track 

maintenance piece, which has been encapsulated as the 

Association Engine subsystem in Figure 1. In order for all 

components within this MHETA framework to 

communicate, the message handling system (an abstract 

interface) was added and allows different formats and 

transports (e.g., Java Message Service or Data Distribution 

Service) to be utilized with minimal effort while providing 

a consistent set of messages within a MHETA realization. 

Input into MHETA is handled by the observation 

distributor which normalizes domain specific data into the 

Message Handling System (MHS) messaging format and 

output is handled by the entity collector which takes the 

domain specific entities, or target tracks, produced by an 

association engine and reports them out of the system. 

Although the MHETA framework provides the domain 

agnostic hypothesis management component and message 

handling system, in order to apply it to a particular domain 

an observation distributor, entity collector, and association 

engine must be incorporated. 
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3 Cyber Association Engine 

The association engine is responsible for performing the 

gating and scoring processes in MHETA.  In traditional 

MHT tracking applications, the gating process is driven by 

kinematic physics allowing the tracking application to 

determine the target tracks to which a given observable 

could be associated. However, observables in computer 

security are not driven by physics, but rather by the 

behavior of the computer hacker.  Therefore, traditional 

MHT gating applications cannot be applied to the problem 

of computer security.  

For an association engine, we incorporated the 

Information Fusion Engine for Real-Time Decision-

Making (INFERD), which is a domain agnostic correlation 

tool that has been applied in the past to the problem of 

computer security [8] and maritime domain awareness 

[10]. Using observables from multiple heterogeneous 

intrusion detection sensors, INFERD correlates 

observables together to form attack tracks.  An attack 

track corresponds to a sequence of events (observables) 

that identifies the activity taken by a hacker and is 

synonymous with the notion of target tracks traditionally 

found in MHT.  INFERD creates a set of potential target 

tracks and then assesses various attributes of each 

correlation to score each track such that the hypothesis 

manager is able to prune the least likely tracks and form 

the best hypothesis. 

INFERD dynamically creates attack tracks via a 

graphical model called a guidance template.  The guidance 

template defines certain constraints by which new 

observables can correlate to existing attack tracks or form 

new attack tracks.  It is assumed that, with respect to the 

ground truth, an observable cannot be part of more than 1 

track (i.e., it corresponds to the action of a single hacker 

or group of coordinated hackers).  However, the 

constraints may be too ambiguous to identify a single track 

to which a new observable may correlate.  For computer 

security, the IP addresses and signatures are the primary 

constraints used in the correlation process.  To reduce the 

potential exponential explosion of attack tracks, INFERD 

was originally implemented as a “single hypothesis” 

correlation tool and always correlated the alert to the 

current “best” track.  The details of this fusion process are 

outlined in [8]. 

3.1 Modified INFERD Association Process 

For integration into MHETA, INFERD was modified to 

make the gating process more flexible such that it would 

still create a new attack track even if it decides to correlate 

an alert to one or more established attack tracks.  The 

guidance template still uses IP address and alert signatures 

as the primary constraints.  The actual correlation process 

used within INFERD did not change; however, efficiency 

optimization was performed to reduce unnecessary 

processing as a result of the increased number of tracks 

created due to the new gating requirements.  The 

following bullets illustrate the basic INFERD gating 

process used for integration with MHETA. It should be 

noted that for every case below the original track is 

maintained unaltered along with any newly created track. 

 

• If a new observable correlates to a single track 

and IP addresses match 

o  Associate it to that track 

o  Do NOT create a new track as evidence 

is very strong that it is associated to 

that track 

• If a new observable correlates to a single track, 

but at least one IP address (source/target) 

differs 

o  Make a clone of the track and associate 

it to that new track 

o  Create a new track 

• If a new observable correlates to multiple tracks 

o  Make a clone of each track and associate 

it to each new track 

o  Create a new track 

3.2 Modified INFERD Scoring Process 

Once INFERD has formed its attack tracks, the quality 

of each must be determined. The quality of the correlation 

is determined by an heuristic scoring measure that make 

certain assumptions about how a cyber attack is expected 

to progress.  Each measure is intended to increase the 

track score by a predefined amount if the correlation is 

“good” and decrease the track score by a predefined 

amount if the correlation is “bad.”  These scoring 

measures are then combined as a weighted sum, which is 

added to the previous track score.   

Scoring is extremely important for identifying correct 

tracks in the best hypothesis.  For our test scenarios, we 

combined seven different scoring measures in the 

following way: 

 

L(k) = L(k-1) + wIPSC IPSC + wSrcMCSrcMC +  

      wTMCTMC + wTSMCTSMC + wSMCSMC +   (1) 

      wSTMCSTMC + wTT 

 

Where, )(kL  represents the resultant current track 

quality score, L(k-1) represents the previous track quality 

score, wIPSC and IPSC represent the weight and the 

measure of the IPSwapConsistency, respectively; wSrcMC 

and SrcMC represent the weight and the measure of the 

SourceMatchConsistency, respectively; wTMC and TMC 

represent the weight and measure of the 

TargetMatchConsistency, respectively; wTSMC and  TSMC 

represent the weight and measure of the 

TargetSourceMatchConsistency, respectively; wSMC and 

SMC represent the weight and measure of the 

SignatureMatchConsistency, respectively; wSTMC and  

STMC represent the weight and measure of the 

SignatureTargetMatchConsistency, respectively; and wT 
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and T represents the weight and measure of the Transition, 

respectively. 

Empirical evidence has shown that the weights listed in 

Table 2 yielded the best results for our simulated 

scenarios.  However, the weights and scoring measures 

may vary depending on the computer network.  The 

sensitivity and accuracy of the scoring measures is a 

subject of ongoing research using larger and more 

complex data. 

Table 2 - Scoring weights used for example scenario. 

Weight Value 

wIPSC 4.0 

wSrcMC 1.0 

wTMC 1.0 

wTSMC 2.0 

wSMC 0.5 

wSTMC 0.5 

wT 1.0 

 

Each scoring measure analyzes a different set of 

attributes through the comparison of various alert fields 

against other alert fields in previous observables of a given 

attack track.  Let Li(k) be the track score change for a new 

observation as analyzed by the fields defined for scoring 

measure i.  Let t be the number of matches to previous 

observables and m be the maximum number of matches to 

consider for the track score.  Let g be the weight of a 

“good” match, b be the weight of a “bad” match, and d be 

a default value by which the track score changes if there 

are no matches.  Good and bad matches are determined by 

the constraints imposed by a given scoring measure.  All 

variables are configurable.  Undefined variables are all 

considered to be zero, except for m, whose default value is 

infinite.  We can then calculate Li(k)  as follows: 

 

 
 

The definitions of the seven terms computed in Equation 

(1) are described as follows: 

IPSwapConsistency compares the source and 

destination IP addresses of the new observable to previous 

observables in the track. An exfiltration would be 

indicated by these IP addresses being “swapped” from 

previous observables.  We assume that an exfiltration is to 

a computer outside of the firewall (g=1).  If the IP 

addresses of the track indicate an exfiltration internal to 

the firewall, this scoring assessment would not match, and 

the track score would be decreased as a result (b=3). 

SourceMatchConsistency/TargetMatchConsistency 

increases the track score if the IP was contained in the 

track already (g=2). 

TargetSourceMatchConsistency increases the track 

score if the source IP of the alert was a target IP of a 

previous alert (g=2). 

SignatureMatchConsistency increases the track score 

if the signature of the alert matched a previous alert (g=1).  

This also slightly increases the tracks core by default 

(d=0.5).  This scoring assessment essentially weights the 

longer track higher in the event that other parameters do 

not change the track score. 

SignatureTargetMatchConsistency increases the track 

score if the signature and target of the alert already 

occurred (g=1). 

Transition scores the track based on whether the track 

indicates progression by the hacker or not.  The guidance 

template defines “stages” of an expected attack [8].  

Progression into a higher stage will increase the track 

score (g=1), but regression into a lower stage will not 

affect the track score because it is very realistic that a 

hacker would potentially execute actions from a previous 

stage to gain the information needed to progress to higher 

stages. 

While the current parameters defined above were 

determined to be effective in our example scenarios, 

testing is currently being performed over larger, more 

complex datasets with background traffic to determine the 

flexibility and sensitivity of this method of scoring.  It 

should also be noted that all scoring measures, except for 

IPSwapConsistency, increase the track score.  Due to the 

variety of scoring measures being utilized, new 

observables associating to multiple tracks will change the 

scores differently, so even though the track scores will 

tend to increase, the relative increases in the track scores 

among incompatible tracks will ultimately be the 

important factor in the hypothesis manager for 

determining which tracks to prune and which to include in 

the best hypothesis. 

4 Example Scenario and Results 

To highlight the performance of MHETA-INFERD, a 

multi-party external exfiltration, concurrent with a 

separate website defacement scenario was developed. 

Snort detections were used as the observed measurements 

[11]. Figure 2 provides a pictorial representation of the 

scenario. 
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Figure 2 - Simulated Scenario describing Coordinated and 

Lone Wolf Attacks. 

For this scenario, we have simulated a simplified 

corporate network with three distinct areas: (a) the Internet 

to which the attackers are connected; (b) a Demilitarized 

Zone (DMZ) consisting of the LA-Gateway, LA-

Webserver, and DC-Gateway; and (c) the Intranet to 

which the Internal workstation is attached. 

In this scenario, the first thing we see is attacker 1 

breaking into the LA-Gateway (Exploit Detection 1). This 

is detected with a signature of MS-SQL Worm propagation 

attempt. Then, we see attacker 1 perform an internal 

network scan from the LA-Gateway (Recon Detections 1 

and 2), which is detected as ICMP Traceroute. Attacker 3 

enters the scenario by performing a scan on the LA-

Webserver (Recon Detection 3). This is detected as SCAN 

nmap TCP. At this point attacker 1 sends the results of her 

reconnaissance to attacker 2 through back channels (e.g., 

posting on a forum or direct email). Attacker 2 picks up 

where attacker 1 left off by breaking into the network 

(Exploit Detection 3) with a signature of MS-SQL Worm 

propagation attempt against the DC-Gateway. We also see 

attacker 3 break into the LA-webserver (Exploit Detection 

2) with a signature of WEB-ATTACKS rm command 

attempt completing his hacker activist (i.e., hacktivist) 

attack. 

Attacker 2 continues his assault against the internal 

workstation (Exploit Detection 5) with a NETBIOS SMB-

DS mqqm QMDeleteObject WriteAndXunicode little 

endian overflow attempt. Attacker 2 lastly exfiltrates data 

from the corporate network (Exfil Detection 1) with a 

FINGER 0 query. To summarize, attackers 1 and 2 

represent a single multi-party, coordinated external 

exfiltration and attacker 3 represents an independent 

website defacement attack. 

We processed the scenario data using INFERD by itself, 

as well as MHETA-INFERD together, in order to 

determine the improvement that MHT provides. 

 

 

Figure 3- INFERD Defragmented Tracks. 

Figure 3 depicts the target tracks generated by INFERD 

after multiple manually initiated defragmentations were 

performed. Defragmentation is a method by which 

INFERD resolves ambiguities.  When an ambiguity is 

present, INFERD creates a “hypertrack” that references 

the tracks to which it could be correlated.  The 

defragmentation process analyzes the hypertracks against 

the predecessor tracks by combining probabilistic results 

from heuristic algorithms outside the scope of this paper. 

While INFERD was able to correctly identify the 

hacktivist with Track 2 the multi-party, coordinated attack 

was fragmented as Tracks 1 and 3. This is due to INFERD 

making association decisions immediately as detections 

are received. 

 

Figure 4- MHETA-INFERD Generated Target Tracks. 

Figure 4 depicts the target tracks generated by MHETA-

INFERD. Not only is the hacktivist correctly identified 

with Track 1, but in addition the multi-party coordinated 

external exfiltration was correctly identified with Track 2. 

To more fully measure the performance boost of the 

MHT, we utilized five situation awareness metrics [12]. 

Table 3 displays these results. 

Table 3 – Metrics Computed for both INFERD and 

MHETA-INFERD. 

Metric\Tracker 

INFERD 

only 

MHETA-

INFERD 

Recall 100% 100% 

Precision 66.66% 100% 

Fragmentation 33.33% 0% 

Mis-Assignment Rate 37.50% 0% 

Evidence Recall 62.50% 100% 
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By applying MHT and allowing decisions to be deferred 

until future data is received we see that both Precision 

(which measures the percentage of tracks generated and 

correctly assigned to truth with respect to the total number 

of tracks generated; a higher score is better) and Evidence 

Recall (which measures the percentage of observations 

that are correctly associated to a track; a higher score is 

better) have been increased. Furthermore, Fragmentation 

(which measures the percentage of tracks reported as 

multiple targets, but should have been reported as a single 

target; a lower score is better) and the Mis-Assignment 

Rate (which measures the percentage of alerts incorrectly 

associated to a track; a lower score is better) have been 

decreased. 

5 Conclusion and Future Development 

It is widely recognized that cyber attacks represent a 

significant threat to industry, governments, nations, and 

individuals. It is essential that advanced capabilities to 

recognize and counter these threats be developed. This 

paper has discussed the analogies between conventional 

tracking that operates through the association of kinematic 

data and cyber tracking that associates events related to a 

cyber attack. The proposed approach for recognition of a 

cyber attack is based upon the generalization of well 

known MHT data association and multiple model filtering 

methods. We have shown how the logic of a previously 

developed cyber tracker, INFERD, can be used to 

effectively generate association likelihoods that are then 

processed by an MHT. A scenario was developed to 

showcase the superior performance attained when using an 

MHT. Current research is aimed at (a) developing better 

statistical models to define the scoring methods for the 

track and hypothesis formation; (b) applying MHETA-

INFERD to realistic, real-world datasets; and (c) fully 

examining the computational footprint of MHETA-

INFERD, and efficiencies to reduce this footprint. 
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